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FORWARD
Near the end of the 21st Century, with the discovery of hyper
photo spatial-displacement drive, humankind explodes onto
the stars.
After only a century of expansion, violent disputes over a
string of planets and asteroids in the Hyades cluster, called
the Steel Chain, necessitate the formation of a powerful
voting block in the United Nations General Assembly, known
as the Steel Chain Cooperative (SCC). From this new order
the Military Alliance Deputation (MAD) was established to
enforce their resolutions.
After less than thirty years of operations the MAD was
disbanded. Twelve divisions of volunteers were stationed in
the Pleiades Cluster, in a newly developing area called the
Steel Annex (SA), to police the rapidly expanding frontier.
With the traditional lines of communication and supply
stretched beyond the breaking point, the SA was soon
commissioned to operate with autonomy.
Out of sightthey were quickly forgotten.
Seventy years later, unresolved disputes between the
members of the SCC and the frontier states escalate. The
hostilities compel the forces of the SA to intervene on behalf
of the frontier. In response, the Cooperative reactivates the
MAD outside the control of the UN.
What followed was a war that few people knew about and
fewer cared to understand.
After 14 years it ends in stalemate.
None of the concessions made to the forces of the Annex were
to be honored.

Don't fuck around boyand if you want to hang
around people who do, don't be surprised when
the bill comes due
Hunter S. Thompson
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